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Section A 

Hey agencies: Your owners are biased 

Two casting directors, both white, coax increasingly uncomfortable takes an African-American actor. 

"I'm wondering if we could get one that's little more ... street?" one director asks him, wincing a bit 

at the racially charged euphemism she's just used. After a long pause, he obliges. Is this integration 

racist? What about rasist-ish? That's the question posed by a pair of short videos, "Nothing Changes 

If We Don't," from New York agency Oberland that tackle issues of discrimination and diversity in 

the ad industry, particularly in scenarios that some might consider not quite, well, black or white. 

The other video on ageism, pits a 43-year-old job applicant against a dismissive 20-something 

interviewer. "The grand kids gave you some pointers?" the younger man chides, wheri the topic of 

social media comes up. The films are part of a yearlong effort that the founders of Oberland say 

they're undertaking in the hope it will spark other agencies to make changes in the ways they hire 

and operate. 

"A lot of the organizations that are trying to promote and drive change are started by people who 

have borne the cost of racism and sexism and institutional preferences for straight, white guys," says 

Orew Train, president of Oberland. "But a lot of agency owners are white guys." (Train runs the 

agency with Executive Creative Director Bill Oberland, and, yes, both are white.) "Nothing is going to 

change if the agency owners don't change [their behaviour] first." Oberland is defining change 

beyond bias. Over the next year, it says, it's hiring outside auditors to examine its environmental 

footprint, mental health support, diversity and inclusion procedures, wage parity and harassment 

policies, and it plans to publicly post the result and any remedies. Oberland is a benefit corporation, 

legal statues granted by 33 states to for-profit companies that have a positive social impact, and was 

recently certified as a B Corporation, a designation issued by the non-profit BLab indicating that a 

company has exceeded high standards for sustainability, accountability and transparency. 

More videos on topics like sex discrimination and harassment are in the works. Like the first two, 

they'll each include an influencer. The racism sport for example, ends with a message from Keni 

Thacker, diversity advocate and event technology specialist at J Walter Thompson. Cindy Gallop, 

former BBH share and the founder of lfWeRunTheWorld, appears at the end of the sport on ageism. 

"As a 58-year-old woman, this,s especially dear to my heart," says Gallop. "It's holding a mirror up 

to the behaviour that happens in a way that absolutely forces recognition of it. Hopefully, it will 

make people think twice when they feel themselves falling into that standard response." The 

vignettes are based on real-life interactions experienced or observed by Oberland creative. "We 

have a creative team of 10, so it was like sitting down at a family dinner," says Oberlander of the 

process. Team members wrote down memories of discrimination, and a table read of those 

interactions followed, much like on a film set. 

There was a discussion about how to include proper representation in a video series where many of 

the roles are for discriminatory characters. "There was a lot of conversation about whether the 

casting directors in the racism spot should both be white," says Oberlander. "Or maybe they should 

be men, or a woman." In the end, they settled on two white women, as many casting directors are 

women, and the ageism spot stars two men. The two videos are available on Oberland's YouTube 

channel, and the agency plans to release an additional video each quarter. "Everybody understands 

when the Papa John's founder makes a slur on the phone call, that's racism," says Train "That's an 



easy one. But the conversation in the racism spot, that's slightly less obvious. In the ageism spot, the 

biases are subtle. The goal is to tease out these everyday situations so people can self-reflect." 

Question 1 

"Identify and explain the advertising issues in case" [40 Marks] 
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Section B 

Question 2 [20 Marks] 

a. Advertising is a message designed to promote a product, service, or idea. Discuss? 

b. Explain the functions of Advertising? 

c. Highlight the key players in advertising? 

Question 3 [20 Marks] 

Explain in detail, with examples the classification and types of advertising 

Question 4 [20 Marks] 

a. Why do companies prefer Television advertising to other form of advertising? 

b. State the inherent problems of radio advertising? 

Question 5 [20 Marks] 

a. What is your understanding of media planning? 

b. Identify the steps involved in media planning? 

Question 6 [20 Marks] 

a. State the reasons behind hiring the advertising agencies by the company? 

b. List the methods of setting advertising budget? 

Question 7 [20 Marks] 

a. Research, according to scholars is very important in advertising. Outline the importance of 

research in advertising? 

b. On what basis can we compare social media with traditional media of advertising? 
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